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1. A person known by this word titles a 2015 single by Vince Staples, in which Future raps about a
woman who "know how to greet me." A figure known by this word is told "You deal with things
that you don't have to" in a Justin Timberlake song in which he also tells the title figure "I feel for
you." A 2019 single titled for this word is set in Miami, where the (*) "air was hot from summer rain"
and laments how it's "so damn hard to leave ya." In a song also by Shawn Mendes, Camila Cabello
(kah-MEE-lah kuh-BAY-yoh) describes how "I love it when you call me," for 10 points, what Spanish word
meaning "little woman"?
ANSWER: señorita (seen-yor-EE-tah) <Nelson>

2. On Game of  Thrones, Reek confesses he didn't kill the Stark children while doing this for Ramsay
Bolton; earlier, Loras Tyrell performs this task for a shirtless Renly Baratheon (buh-RATH-ee-"on").
On Westworld, Delores does this for the Man in Black using his big hunting (*) knife. In a Stephen
Sondheim musical, Judge Turpin sings the duet "Pretty Women" while enjoying this service in a room above
Mrs. Lovett's meat pie shop. The cost of  equipment for this task prompted two California men to create a
"dollar" club for people taking, for 10 points, what grooming action?
ANSWER: shaving [accept any answer that identifies the giving or receiving of  ashave; accept Dollar
Shave Club] <Vopava>

3. A 2016 History Channel remake of  this miniseriesstarred Forest Whitaker as a musically-gifted
man named Fiddler. In this miniseries, Brady Bunch actor Robert Reed played Dr. William
Reynolds, whose illegitimate daughter Missy Anne befriends Kizzy and secretly teaches her to
read. Early in this miniseries, a man shouts "Your name is (*) Toby!" while whipping a young man
played by LeVar Burton who refuses to give up his true Mandinka name, Kunta Kinte (KOON-tuh KEEN-tay).
For 10 points, name this landmark 1977 miniseries about five generations of  slaves.
ANSWER: Roots <Vopava>

4. This college is by far the leader in wins in the defunct Bill Walsh Legacy Game. In 2016 this
school defeated Iowa in the Rose Bowl behind 368 all-purpose yards by Christian McCaffrey. This
school's 2019 season saw its first loss in a matchup called "The Big Game" in 10 years and was by
far its worst under coach David (*) Shaw. In 1982 this school lost its last regular season game under
quarterback John Elway after their marching band entered the field during a live play. Andrew Luck
attended, for 10 points, what rival of  UC-Berkeleywhose mascot, the Cardinal, is a tree?
ANSWER: Stanford University [accept Stanford Cardinal; do not accept or prompt on answers containing
"Cardinals"] <Nelson>

5. This band's frontman paid tribute to his late grandmother in a song that claims "we'll meet
again when both our cars collide." A concept album by this band centers on a figure known as
"The Patient" who is dying of  cancer. A father askshis son: "when you grow up / Would you be
the savior of  the (*)broken / The beaten, and the damned?" in a song by this band that repeats "we'll
carry on." The 9/11 attacks inspired Gerard Way to form this band, who announced a reunion in 2019.
"Helena" and "Welcome to the Black Parade" are by, for 10 points, what emo band abbreviated MCR?
ANSWER: My Chemical Romance [or My Chem; accept MCR before "MCR"] <Gupta>
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6. In this film, Jaeden Martell plays Jacob, an alt-right teenager referred to as "the Nazi child."  A
man who offers a convoluted metaphor about "a donut hole in the donut's hole" in this film
realizes that a dying murder victim was not uttering the word "you" but the name "Hugh." The
protagonist of  this film, a (*)nurse named Marta, is physically incapable of  lying without immediately
vomiting afterwards. An unknown benefactor hires Benoit Blanc (ben-wah blonk) to find out who killed
novelist Harlan Thrombey in, for 10 points, what 2019 mystery film starring Daniel Craig?
ANSWER: Knives Out <Vopava>

7. A pet mouse named Algernon resides in this building, where a wall of  boxes conceals a secret
bathroom known as Babylon. An event held at this place to determine "Ultimate Human/Genius"
("human slash genius") is held every Halloween. After going (*) undercover for 12 years, the grizzly
Adrian Pimento returns to work at this location, where the lazy Hitchcock and Scully have been working
since the 1980's. Raymond Holt is the current captain of, for 10 points, what New York City location that
titles a show starring Andy Samberg as the detective Jake Peralta?
ANSWER: (the NYPD's) 99th Precinct [accept Brooklyn Nine-Nine or answers like The Nine-Nine]
<Rao-Pothuraju>

8. A Symkarian mercenary whose name includes this color is the leader of  the Marvel Comics team
Wild Pack. A sword is charged using the mutant powers of  a villain named for this color whose first
iteration was an alter-ego of  Kenuichio Harada. Thiscolor appears in the nickname of  Pietro (*)
Maximoff. Late 1950s comic books centered on superheroes began an "age" known by this color, which is
also the color of  Norrin Radd, an alien hero who flies through space on an identically colored board. For 10
points, what color is the herald of  Galactus, who is a "Surfer"?
ANSWER: silver [accept Silver Sable or Silver Samurai or Quicksilver or Silver Surfer] <Nelson>

9. An attack at this type of  location finally convincesthe public that the title monster of The Blob is
real. The title character of Amelie (AH-muh-lee) enjoys watching people's faces at these locations. In
O Brother, Where Art Thou?, Pete emphatically tells Ulysses and Delmar "Do not seek the
treasure!" in this sort of  building, another of  whichis revamped by an amnesiac played by (*) Jim
Carrey in the 2001 film The Majestic. Brenda's murder at this sort of  place inScary Movie prompts an audience
to applaud. For 10 points, what sort of  building is the focus of  the Italian filmCinema Paradiso?
ANSWER: movie theaters [accept equivalents like movie houses; accept cinemas before "Cinema";
prompt on theater] <Vopava>

10. In 2014 Dave Checketts drew controversy for using this word in a professional sports team's
name. A team whose name is often shortened to this word plays in an event called "The Derby"
with in-city rival Atlético and is managed by Zinedine Zidane. The 2009 MLS Cup was won by a
team whose name strangely places this word before (*) "Salt Lake." In another country, a formal
charter is required for a team's name to include this non-English word, which is done by clubs in Zaragoza
and Mallorca (my-YOR-kuh). Madrid's club team also uses, for 10 points, what Spanish word for "royal"?
ANSWER: real (ray-AHL) [accept Real Salt Lake or Real Zaragoza or Real Mallorca or Real Madrid; also
accept answers pronounced like the English word "real"] <Nelson>
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11. This character has an epiphany upon realizing that both his companion and his desired
surroundings are "warm," "cozy," and "sometimes kinda squishy." After one figure introduces
this character to his companions, one of  the latterconfusedly notes "I have all the questions." This
character jumps from a moving (*) RV during a lengthy existential crisis, in which he insists "I was made
for soup" and repeatedly throws himself  into the trash.At her first day of  kindergarten, a girl named Bonnie
creates, for 10 points, what character made from a plastic utensil in Toy Story 4?
ANSWER: Forky <Nelson>

12. A severe form of  alcohol flush reaction led thisman to suspend his series Drunk Minecraft in
2015. Viewers click hyperlinks labeled "PAY" or "DON'T PAY" at the start of  an interactive video
titled A Date With this man, whose format was used in the 2019 follow-up A Heist With this man.
Wilford Warfstache (WARF-stash) is a (*) pink-mustached alter-ego of  this streamer, who joined with
Jacksepticeye ("jack-septic-eye") to found the nerd-oriented athleticwear line CLOAK. "Let's Play" and
animated videos of  horror games are a specialty of, for 10 points, what Asian-American YouTuber whose
name sounds like a math term?
ANSWER: Markiplier (similar to "multiplier") [or Mark (Edward) Fischbach] <Vopava>

13. Two answers required. One of  these people asksthe other "When're you gonna realize it was
just that the time was wrong?" in a Dire Straits song named after them. One of  these people says
"you're my flame" to the other in the jazz standard "Fever." Blue Oyster Cult's "Don't Fear the
Reaper" insists that these two people are "together in (*) eternity." In another song, a boy likened to
one of  these people is "throwing pebbles," promptinga "daddy" to say "stay away from" the other of  them.
Taylor Swift's "Love Story" compares herself  and her lover to, for 10 points, what Shakespearean duo?
ANSWER: Romeo and Juliet [accept answers in either order] <Vopava>

14. Long-time broadcaster Ernie Harwell typically referred to this action as "window shopping." In
a 1976 preseason game, Joe Niekro unusually recorded five of  these plays in one inning, in part due
to five passed balls. The 2019 World Series ended on a play of  this type by Sean Doolittle. Three
consecutive foul (*) bunts will result in one of  theseactions. The poem "Casey at the Bat" ends with one
of  these actions, whose symbol on a scorecard is writtenbackwards when done "looking." A 'K' symbolizes,
for 10 points, what type of  out achieved on three swings and misses?
ANSWER: strikeouts [accept strikeout looking or similar before "five"; prompt on outs; prompt on K's
before mentioned] <Nelson>

15. Between 2010 and 2016, this man married, separated from, divorced, then re-married and later
re-divorced actress Talulah Riley. This man was deemed "too stupid to know not to go on Twitter
while on acid" by Azealia Banks, who allegedly spent a strange weekend at his house in 2018. In
January 2020, (*) Grimes announced she is pregnant, likely with the child of  this man she has been dating
since 2018. At a 2019 exhibition, this man threw a metal ball that broke the supposedly unshatterable
windows of  his boxy prototype Cybertruck. For 10 points,name this CEO of  SpaceX and Tesla.
ANSWER: Elon (Reeve) Musk <Vopava>
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16. An oddly muscular girl in this film is disqualified from a competition after testing positive for
both steroids and beaver tranquilizer. A character in this film asks "Is it necessary to drink my own
urine?" and explains why he does it anyway. Jason Bateman plays Pepper Brooks in this film, who
remarks "He will not be able to see very well, (*) Cotton" after its protagonist blindfolds himself in a
sudden death match against his rival, White Goodman. The Purple Cobras face off  with the Average Joe's
Gym in, for 10 points, what 2004 comedy starring Vince Vaughn, which is based on a gym class game?
ANSWER: DodgeBall: A True Underdog Story <Andert>

17. After filmmaker Albert Lamorisse (lah-moh-REESE) sold the rights to this game, its first
published edition featured artwork of  leaping dolphinsand a smiling sperm whale in a sailor hat.
Another version of  this game features the Enclaveof  the Bear and the underwater city Microcorp;
that special edition of  this game is subtitled (*)2210 A.D.. A set of  42 cards are dealt out to determine
starting positions in this game; one third of  thosecards also depict cannons. Kamchatka is a region in, for
10 points, what dice-rolling board game of  global conquest?
ANSWER: Risk [accept Risk: 2210 AD] <Vopava>

18. The original version of  this song pleads thatthe listener can "do me wrong" and lacks its more
popular cover's demand for "propers when I get home." The most well-known version of  this song
significantly changed Otis Redding's original lyrics and opened the album I Never Loved a Man the
Way I Love You. The end of  this song's chorus makesuse of  the acronym (*)"TCB," meaning "taking
care of  business," and repeatedly asks for "just a little bit" of  the title concept.  The phrase "sock it to me" is
repeated in, for 10 points, what Aretha Franklin song whose title is spelled out?
ANSWER: "Respect" <Golden>

19. Before he was drafted, many articles about this basketball player focused on his imaginary
friend, who is a tiny version of  himself. Since hewas 16, this player has been on the national team of
the Dominican Republic. This player's long-standing feud with Joel Embiid (joh-EL em-BEED)
culminated in a fight between them in October 2019. In February 2020, this (*) first overall pick in
2015 and Kentucky alum was united with his friend D'Angelo Russell following a trade of  long-time
teammate Andrew Wiggins. For 10 points, name this Minnesota Timberwolves big man nicknamed "KAT."
ANSWER: Karl-Anthony Towns (Jr.) [prompt on KAT before "KAT."] <Nelson>

20. A character with this surname schemes to place a badger in the air ducts at the wedding of  a
woman he later marries. After selling his website to Microsoft, a character with this surname played
by Ashton Kutcher buys Charlie Harper's Malibu beach house. Nick Miller and (*) Winston Bishop
are roommates with a character with this surname who married Cece ("SEE-see") on New Girl. A girl with this
surname was abducted by Richard Wayne and kept in a bunker before being rescued and going to live in
New York. For 10 points, give this surname of  an "UnbreakableKimmy."
ANSWER: Schmidt [accept Winston Schmidt or Walden Schmidt or Kimmy Schmidt]
<Rao-Pothuraju>
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1. A scheme concocted by former police officer Jerry Jacobson is detailed in this TV series. For 10 points
each:
[10] Name this 2020 HBO documentary series, which details how an incredibly popular game offered to fast
food restaurant patrons was turned into an elaborate scam.
ANSWER: McMillions
[10] McMillions details how there were never any legitimate winners of  the decades-long McDonald's contest
based on this ubiquitous board game.
ANSWER: Monopoly
[10] The series was produced by this actor and former rapper, who in 2014 launched his own line of  burger
restaurants alongside members of  his family.
ANSWER: Mark (Robert Michael) Wahlberg [accept Marky Mark; prompt on Wahlburgers] <Nelson>

2. For 10 points each, name these recent films that featured NBA players in legitimate roles:
[10] This 2019 crime thriller directed by the Safdie Brothers follows Howard Ratner, a jeweler who loans
Kevin Garnett a million-dollar black opal as a good luck charm.
ANSWER: Uncut Gems
[10] Shaquille O'Neal plays Officer Fluzoo, a prank-loving cop who gives a police escort to dads played by
Kevin James, Chris Rock, and other actors in this 2013 sequel.
ANSWER: Grown Ups 2
[10] In 2019 the NBA's second-tallest player, Boban Marjanović (BOH-bahn mar-YAH-noh-vich), played an
assassin who predictably fails to kill the seemingly unkillable hero in the third installment of  this acclaimed
action series.
ANSWER: John Wick [accept John Wick Chapter 3: Parabellum] <Vopava>

3. After winning one of  several Grammy Awards in 2014, this rapper texted one of  his fellow nominees to
apologize, saying "You got robbed. I wanted you to win." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Seattle rapper who had multiple smash hits, including "Can't Hold Us," on his album The
Heist.
ANSWER: Macklemore [or Benjamin Hammond Haggerty; accept Macklemore and Ryan Lewis]
[10] Macklemore sent the apologetic text to this rapper behind the acclaimed album good kid, m.A.A.d city
("mad city"). Unlike Macklemore, this man later won a Pulitzer Prize for Music, doing so for his album Damn.
ANSWER: Kendrick Lamar [or Kendrick Lamar Duckworth]
[10] In 2019 Macklemore guested on "Summer Days," a song by this Dutch DJ, who produced the
instrumental hit "Animals" and the Dua Lipa collaboration "Scared to be Lonely."
ANSWER: Martin Garrix [or Martijn Gerard Garritsen] <Nelson>
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4. In the mid 1990s, the world's parents were all very upset about violence in video games. For 10 points
each:
[10] Much of  the controversy followed the releaseof  this first-person shooter that pits a space marine
against monsters from hell. A sequel to its modern reboot, subtitled "Eternal," will come out in March 2020.
ANSWER: Doom
[10] Congressional hearings over video game violence led to the creation of  this "board," which has assigned
ratings like 'M' for mature to games ever since.
ANSWER: ESRB [or Entertainment Software Rating Board]
[10] This former senator, who was Al Gore's running mate in 2000, led the charge against violent games
after one of  his staffer's children asked for a copyof Mortal Kombat, which apparently horrified the staffer.
ANSWER: Joe Lieberman (LEE-bur-men) [or Joseph Isadore Lieberman] <Nelson>

5. Throughout the nine seasons of The Office, Jim Halpert has pulled numerous pranks on his co-workers.
For 10 points each:
[10] As part of  his "güten pränken" in the series finale, Jim calls this person to be Dwight's "bestest
mensch." This dimwit was the regional manager of  DunderMifflin before moving to Colorado.
ANSWER: Michael (Gary) Scott [accept either underlined portion]
[10] In the show's pilot, Jim encased Dwight's stapler within this edible, colloidal substance.
ANSWER: Jell-O [prompt on gelatin]
[10] For Phyllis's bridal shower, Jim amusingly hired an oddly skeevy impersonator of  this historical figure.
The real name of  "Hawkeye" Pierce inM*A*S*H is that of  this figure.
ANSWER: Benjamin Franklin [or Ben Franklin] <Rao-Pothuraju>

6. In 1961, Hibbing, Minnesota native Roger Maris broke Babe Ruth's long-standing record for home runs
in a single season. For 10 points each:
[10] Maris played for this team, where he battled for the season's home run lead with his Hall of  Fame
teammate, Mickey Mantle. Babe Ruth set the prior record as a member of  this team.
ANSWER: New York Yankees [prompt on New York]
[10] Maris hit this many home runs for the season, eclipsing Ruth's record by one in the fourth inning of  the
Yankees' final game.
ANSWER: 61
[10] Four other Yankees hit 20 or more home runs in the 1961 season, including this catcher who once
noted "You can observe a lot by just watching."
ANSWER: Yogi Berra [or Lawrence Peter Berra] <Nelson>
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7. Ryan Gosling played an unhinged man in a 2017 Saturday Night Live sketch who bemoans this font's usage
by "herbal teas" and "hookah bars." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this kitschy Microsoft Word font that, per its name, is apparently intended to evoke ancient or
exotic writing.
ANSWER: Papyrus
[10] According to the SNL sketch, Papyrus font is also commonly used for the "merch" of  this Colombian
singer behind the song "Wherever, Whenever," and who co-starred in the 2020 Super Bowl half-time show.
ANSWER: Shakira [or Shakira (Isabel) Mebarak Ripoll]
[10] In an enduring meme, in which a cartoon frog appears incompetently cut-and-pasted against a cloudy
sky, this dubious, five-word sentence is written in red Papyrus font.
ANSWER: graphic design is my passion <Vopava>

8. Whitney Houston's smash hit "I Will Always Love You" was a cover of  a song by this woman. For 10
points each:
[10] Name this singer behind "Coat of  Many Colors"and "Jolene." This singer runs the Imagination Library,
which gives free books to children from birth up to age five.
ANSWER: Dolly (Rebecca) Parton
[10] In 2019, Parton and the electronic duo, Galantis, released a song with this title. George Michael released
a song with this title in which he states "I gotta have" this thing.
ANSWER: "Faith"
[10] Parton's "I Will Always Love You" was featured in the 2016 mashup "Forever Country" along with a
John Denver song and a Willie Nelson song that each mention the same type of  thoroughfare. Nameboth
songs.
ANSWER: "Take Me Home, Country Roads" and "On The Road Again" [accept just "Take Me
Home" or "Country Roads" for the former; accept answers in either order] <Rao-Pothuraju>

9. The 2013 version of  this bowl game featured a teamthat had Heisman Trophy winner Jammie
Jammie-Jammie and a 350 pound running back named Fudge. For 10 points each:
[10] Identify this football game, whose first iteration featured such players as L'Carpetron Dookmarriot,
Xmus Jaxon Flaxon-Waxon, and Dan Smith.
ANSWER: East/West College Bowl
[10] The East/West College Bowl is a fictitious game used in a sketch by this comedy duo. Another of  this
duo's sketches centers around a substitute teacher taking roll call of  students such as Jacqueline (JAY-quell-IN)
and Aaron (A-A-ron).
ANSWER: Keegan-Michael Key and Jordan Peele [accept answers in either order; accept Key & Peele]
[10] Before appearing on Key & Peele, its namesake duo appeared together on this other sketch series, which
showcased Alex Borstein and Taran Killam early in their careers.
ANSWER: Mad TV <Andert>
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10. In Kenneth Branagh's version of Hamlet, Claudius and Polonius hide behind one of  these objects in the
"To be or not to be" scene. For 10 points each:
[10] In the horror movie Candyman, people are dared to say Candyman's name five times while standing in
front of  what objects?
ANSWER: mirrors [accept variants like two-way mirrors or bathroom mirrors]
[10] While fantasizing about killing street criminals, Travis Bickle, the deluded anti-hero of  this 1976 film,
stands in front of  a mirror and asks, "You talkin' to me?"
ANSWER: Taxi Driver
[10] In the oft-mimicked climax The Lady from Shanghai, a shootout in a hall of  mirrors kills everyone present
except Michael, a man played by this actor who was married to co-star Rita Hayworth at the time. His later
films include Touch of  Evil.
ANSWER: Orson Welles [or George Orson Welles] <Vopava>

11. A woman headed to a bar in this song is told not to be nervous because, despite wearing "no shoes, no
shirt," the singer can "still get service." For 10 points each:
[10] The repeated lyric "Girl, look at that body" is interspersed with shouts of  "I work out!" in what
tongue-in-cheek 2011 pop song?
ANSWER: "Sexy and I Know It" [do not accept or prompt on "I'm Sexy and I Know It"]
[10] "Sexy and I Know It" is by this American EDM-pop duo with a five-letter name, who also recorded the
inescapable 2011 jam "Party Rock Anthem."
ANSWER: LMFAO
[10] It is debatable if  the members of  LMFAO are properlycarrying on their family's legacy, as both of  its
members are descendants of  this founder of  MotownRecords.
ANSWER: Berry Gordy (III) <Vopava>

12. At the end of  a 1978 game, the New York Giants elected to run the ball instead of  taking this action to
run out the clock, resulting in a fumble that the Eagles returned for a touchdown. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this simple action that is typically done by an offensive team in the "victory" formation.
ANSWER: quarterback kneel [accept similar answers like taking a knee or kneeling down]
[10] In a 2010 game also between the Giants and Eagles, this Eagles receiver and return specialist returned a
punt for a game-winning touchdown as time expired to conclude a 21 point fourth quarter comeback.
ANSWER: DeSean (William) Jackson
[10] Despite the home team losing both of  them, eachof  those games are nicknamed the "Miracle at" this
place, a sporting complex that has been home to the Giants' last two stadiums.
ANSWER: (the) Meadowlands [accept Miracle at the Meadowlands] <Andert>
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13. To protect her from the world of  the Shadowhunters,Clary Fray's mother raised her as one of  these
people. For 10 points each:
[10] Give this "muggle"-esque term used for ordinary, non-magical people, such as the geeky hipster Simon
Lewis, in the novel City of  Bonesand its sequels. It is based on a synonym for "dull."
ANSWER: mundie [or mundane]
[10] Clary is revealed to have angel blood, and is therefore not a mundie after all, in this young adult book
series by Cassandra Clare.
ANSWER: The Mortal Instruments
[10] In this 2014 novel, the final book in The Mortal Instruments series, Clary and others help save Simon after
he is kidnapped by Maureen, a vampire who fantasizes about being Simon's bride.
ANSWER: City of  Heavenly Fire<Vopava>

14. The 18th Amendment went into effect in January 1920, so to celebrate its 100th anniversary, for 10
points each, name these classic films set during Prohibition:
[10] Paul Muni starred as a ruthless crime boss in this 1932 film. Its more famous 1983 remake recasts its
protagonist as Miami cocaine kingpin Tony Montana.
ANSWER: Scarface
[10] "Cell Block Tango" and "Mister Cellophane" are among the songs in this Prohibition-era film from
2002, which is the most recent musical to win Best Picture.
ANSWER: Chicago
[10] Marilyn Monroe played Sugar Kane in this Billy Wilder comedy, whose protagonists witness a gangland
massacre. It was one of  the first films to featurecross-dressing.
ANSWER: Some Like It Hot <Vopava>

15. The word for this genre dates back to the 16th century, when William Shakespeare used it as a synonym
for "prostitute." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this musical genre, which largely developed around New York's CBGB nightclub. Its early
innovators included Television and Patti Smith.
ANSWER: punk [accept punk rock or similar]
[10] Another of  New York's pioneering punk acts was this band behind the songs "Blitzkrieg Bop" and "I
Wanna Be Sedated." Though their stage names shared a surname, its members like Joey and Johnny were
not actually related.
ANSWER: Ramones
[10] British punk was sprearheaded by the Sex Pistols, whose many controversies included the uproar over
this song that decried England's "fascist regime." It bears absolutely no resemblance to a historical anthem
of  the same name.
ANSWER: "God Save the Queen" <Nelson>
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16. For 10 points each, answer the following about basketball player George Mikan ("MIKE-in"):
[10] After starting his career with the Chicago American Gears, Mikan spent the rest of  his career with this
team that relocated to Los Angeles in 1960.
ANSWER: Minneapolis Lakers (accept Los Angeles Lakers; prompt on Los Angeles or L.A.)
[10] Mikan was the first commissioner of  the ABA, for which he devised a ball with this physical
characteristic.
ANSWER: multicolored or red, white, and blue [accept equivalent answers]
[10] Along with Ray Meyer, Mikan developed a namesake "drill" in which players rhythmically practice this
type of  shot.
ANSWER: layups [accept answers describing shots under the basket or similar; prompt on more vague
answers like close range shots] <Andert>

17. This actor sported a ginger mullet as Adam Brinkerhoff, a character designed to inject potential spin-off
material into the last two episodes of The Facts of Life. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this redheaded actor known to Adult Swim viewers as a co-creator of Robot Chicken.
ANSWER: Seth (Benjamin) Green [or Seth Benjamin Gesshel-Green]
[10] Since 1999 Green has voiced Chris Griffin on this long-running Seth MacFarlane cartoon.
ANSWER: Family Guy
[10] Seth Green's first major regular TV role was as this guitar-playing werewolf  and boyfriend of  Willowin
early seasons of Buffy the Vampire Slayer.
ANSWER: Oz [or Daniel Osbourne; accept any underlined portion] <Vopava>

18. For 10 points each, answer the following about the career of  comedian and actor Hannibal Buress:
[10] His recurring roles include playing a co-host of The Eric Andre Show, as well as Lincoln Rice, a dentist
and occasional lover of  Ilana (uh-LAH-nuh) on this recently-ended sitcom.
ANSWER: Broad City
[10] Buress has played Buddy, a lazy dachshund (DOX-und), in both films of  this animated film series also
starring Kevin Hart and Patton Oswalt.
ANSWER: The Secret Life of  Pets
[10] Buress may be best known for a 2014 viral stand-up routine that helped publicize the long-standing
allegations against this other TV comedian, who was convicted of  sexual assault in 2018.
ANSWER: Bill Cosby [or William Henry Cosby Jr.] <Nelson>
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19. After seeing this film, a critic for Vulture tweeted, "It's rare that a movie makes you question the very
validity of  the art-form to which you've dedicatedyour entire life." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this universally-panned 2020 film whose title doctor can speak with animals, all of  whom are
insufferably annoying.
ANSWER: Dolittle [do not accept or prompt on "Dr. Dolittle"]
[10] Dolittle features a tiger with mommy issues played by this British actor, one of  the film's many examples
of  utterly wasting great actors. He played Voldemort in the Harry Potter films.
ANSWER: Ralph Fiennes ("Rafe Fines") [or Ralph Nathaniel Twisleton-Wykeham-Fiennes]
[10] Co-star Antonio Banderas has to live with Dolittle as the follow-up to this acclaimed 2019
Spanish-language drama, in which Banderas plays a film director reflecting on his life.
ANSWER: Pain and Glory [or Dolor y gloria] <Vopava>

20. For 10 points each, name these sprinters who broke world records in the 100-meter dash:
[10] The current world record holder for the fastest 100-meter and 200-meter dashes is this Jamaican athlete
with a profoundly appropriate name.
ANSWER: Usain (St. Leo) Bolt
[10] The first person to break the 100-meter's so-called "10-second barrier" under allowable conditions was
this American sprinter who, between 1984 and 1996, won eight Olympic gold medals.
ANSWER: Carl Lewis [or Frederick Carlton Lewis]
[10] This female American sprinter is typically regarded as the fastest woman of  all time, since her records
for the 100-meter and 200-meter have remained unsurpassed for over 30 years. She died from epilepsy in
1998.
ANSWER: Florence (Delorez) Griffith Joyner [or FloJo; accept any underlined portion] <Vopava>


